When viewing a discussion board forum in **TREE VIEW** the instructor and students will find that they cannot use the master selection checkbox to instantly select all threads in bulk forum to perform an action to them. When the master selection checkbox is clicked, none of the underlying threads are selected.

Please note that the threads can still be viewed and replied to by clicking on the name of the thread. This issue only relates to selecting threads in bulk to mark them as read/unread, organize them into a collection, or to delete them.

Blackboard has identified this as a known issue with Blackboard 9.1 April Release 2014 and later releases.

---

**RECOMMENDED WORKAROUND SOLUTION**

When viewing a discussion board forum, click the **LIST VIEW** button. This will change the forum’s layout so that all threads are neatly listed on the page.

When in this view of the forum, the master selection checkbox will work as expected.